TargetFinder: a software for antisense oligonucleotide target site selection based on MAST and secondary structures of target mRNA.
TargetFinder is a PC/Windows program for interactive effective antisense oligonucleotide (AO) selection based on mRNA accessible site tagging (MAST) and secondary structures of target mRNA. To make MAST result intuitive, both the alignment result and tag frequency profile is illustrated. As theoretical reference, secondary structure and single strand probability profile of target mRNA is also represented. All of these sequences and profiles are displayed in aligned mode, which facilitates identification of the accessible sites in target mRNA. Graphical, user-friendly interface makes TargetFinder a useful tool in AO target site selection. The software is freely available at http://www.bioit.org.cn/ao/targetfinder.htm sqwang@nic.bmi.ac.cn.